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”A-Z Product Solutions for Trade and Industry”
LINE CARRIERS

In ideal circumstances the conduit you need to string will be free of debris,water, or link breakages. However
in the event that you incur these situations we have a range of line carriers that will provide assistance in most
cases.
For fast stringing through clean conduit with few bends, the most commonly used line carrier is the “dart”.
This product will travel down the conduit at high speed, aided by the flutes and the arrow head style of it.
Alternatively you could use the “balloon”, with its rigid neck ensuring it stays inflated. This line carrier will
collapse if it meets a slight obstruction or a tight bend, but will re-inflate after it passes through.
For occupied conduit the most commonly used carrier is the “bag”. This carrier will collapse when bulkier
obstructions are met but in most cases will continue to pass through, when it does the bag will re-inflate.
We also have “sponge” carriers. These carriers are ideal should you wish to spread lube down the conduit.
They are designed mainly for use in new unoccupied conduit.
Blowing line carriers is not an exact science, therefore it is important to ensure your conduits are as clear as
possible before blowing your carrier. A handy tip in this area is to blow your conduit first in order to clear any
debris or water. This will also give you an indication of your air passage velocity.
We have line carriers to suit all conduit sizes from 20mm, through to 200mm. Remember it is extremely
important to select the right size and style of carrier and blowing equipment for the job.
From left to right; DART, BALLOON, BAG, SPONGE

